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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
You: input raw data into the DeepSpatial AI Insight Engine.
We: return the pivotal insights you’ve been looking for.
As with real estate, when it comes to retail, it’s nearly always been about “location, location,
location”. With the rise of e-commerce’s domination of retailers’ focus, the strength of
geodemographic retail strategies has become more important than ever.

THE CHALLENGE | E-commerce competitors have been able to reduce their costs enough to
significantly reduce their consumer pricing while maintaining a sustainable profit margin.
This leaves brick-and-mortar-reliant retailers in an impossible situation: how can they
maintain profitability, while unable to price out e-commerce retailers, and while taking on
the extra costs inherent to running retail stores. With over 27 North American retailers
filing for bankruptcy, including giants such as JC Penney and Forever 21, the future of
retail relies on using data to make accurate and cost-efficient geodemographic decisions,
whether that be in optimizing supply chain processes or retail locations’ performances.

OUR INDUSTRY | Enter machine learning. Artificial intelligence engines have entered the
industry to revolutionize the data analysis space, using ML to process unprecedented
amounts of raw data, and match patterns that would’ve otherwise gone unnoticed.
What’s critical to understand about AI engines, however, is that their insights are only as
strong and as clean as the data from which the AIs are learning. The complication of
ensuring the quality of the data feed is the stumbling block for our competitors and
clients – and it’s the sort of thing that we’ve mastered.

ABOUT US: DEEPSPATIAL AI | DeepSpatial AI has come out of the gate strong with market
leader clients in every industry. We are consistently chosen for our competitive
advantages of having a wide network of data partners, and guided analytics. Our level of
quality control over the full vertical of data collection, integration to analysis, facilitates
the process for our clients, who are instead able to leave the project in our hands, and
come out the other side with valuable insights with which to strategize their futures in the
retail business.
By transforming existing data, situating it within the context of a specific geography, our
solutions drive value by allowing firms to better allocate capital, improve profit margins,
and enter new markets with confidence.

DeepSpatial AI ingests your data as-is, and then returns the guidance that’ll
help you find your target (market) – every time.
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This is how we help.
You: have no room for error.
We: find the errors for you.

Every corporate strategy decision-maker faces some of form of the following questions
(inclusive but not withstanding):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How would opening a new store location impact my financials?
How are my consumers making decisions about my products?
How can I optimize my supply chain to improve the e-commerce and customer
experience?
Why are stores in similar geographies performing differently?
How are different demographics of customers interacting with my brand?
Where’s the next big market? How do I expand there in a cost-efficient manner?
How are my competitors performing in similar geographies – and why?
Given my product, where’s the next location to which to expand?
How do I beat my traditional benchmarks?

These decisions are about not making a mistake as you move forward with your business.
DeepSpatial AI takes it one step further by also providing insight into what had been done
right in the first place.
By utilizing robust datasets, we bring clarity into the factors that have brought your success
thus far, while backing predictions with data-driven insights.
We analyze the business and existing network as a complex system, rather than an isolated
sales end-point. By taking the guesswork out of our clients’ process optimizations, the
DeepSpatial Insight Engine ultimately helps them avoid making costly mistakes that may
prevent them from reaching double digit revenue growth.

This is how we work.

Data collected, mapped (literally), tested and finally, clarified.

STEP 1: DATA COLLECTION & INGESTION
We categorize your data for better interpretation and analysis.

STEP 2: FEATURE ENGINEERING
Your data is integrated with our proprietary datasets, mapping it out geo-spatially.

STEP 3: ANALYSIS
The DeepSpatial Insight Engine tests hypotheses and variables against one
another, to see how factors are affecting your business.

STEP 4: INSIGHT
We answer your key questions with actionable insights.
Figure A. Step-by-step guide for the DeepSpatial Insight Engine
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The Technical Details.

Visit deepspatial.ai for a demo and more information.

STEP 1 | We take your native data, standardize it, and discard whatever’s unusable.
TRANSACTIONAL DATA
• Payment Methods
• Frequency
• Scale of Purchase
• Location
• Customer Details

OPERATIONAL DATA
Labour Scheduling Data
Warehouse Operations
Records
• CCTV footages for crowd
pattern analysis
(any other visual data for
inventory assortment &
prediction)

•
•

•
•
•

SALES RECORDS
Reorder Points
Inventory Records
Pricing

Figure B. Non-exhaustive list of native data able to be processed by the DeepSpatial Insight Engine

STEP 2 | The Insight Engine integrates your data with our data (see below), situating it all
PROPRIETARY
AND LAYERED
DATA

within a geospatial context for visual mapping.
Public demographic data
Point of Interest (PoI) data from public sources
Social listening: geo-sensitive brand engagement data
Data partners: proprietary to DeepSpatial AI

Figure C. Non-exhaustive list of datasets layered for geospatial mapping

Consequent layering of the above alternative data allows our Insight Engine to create a
comprehensive visualization that paints a picture of the elements affecting your operations,
and any other possible parameters.

STEP 3 | The DeepSpatial Insight Engine deploys our machine learning algorithms to the
data infrastructure to identify the different variables that might be affecting your business,
using reinforcement learning by testing various datasets against one another to identify their
impact.
Not only will the Engine’s algorithms identify the exact relationship between different
parameters, but also the ways in which those parameters could be related.

STEP 4 | We bring you actionable insights to help your business to expand in 3 key ways:
± By finding geographies with a similar customer base present, we identify untapped
markets where you’d benefit from market entry and expansion.
± We find your most underserved markets, where improved supply chain, inventory and
marketing efforts would optimize your customers’ journey – and your revenue.
± We identify what and why things aren’t working in your oversaturated markets,
preventing potential losses.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

The stakes are higher than ever before for retailers.

Business decisions have increasingly higher stakes for brick-and-mortar retailers,
with e-commerce competitors changing the game by sustaining enviable profit
margins while lowering consumer prices and their own costs.
Opening and maintaining retail locations both require higher costs than maintaining
solely an e-commerce platform – however, moving completely online isn’t logical for
many retailers. With avid competition causing profit margins to become strained,
there’s no room to make the costly mistake of opening in a non-lucrative location, or
to not optimize existing markets.
Meanwhile, e-commerce retailers are competing on making the fastest and best
changes in their supply chains and platform support systems, to capture their market
shares as quickly and securely as possibly.
The DeepSpatial AI Insight Engine is here to make the mistakes for you through machine
learning, and advise you accordingly.

This has left room for data and AI engines to come into play, with retailers relying on
data-driven insights to educate decisions in every step of the consumer journey.
DeepSpatial’s AI-backed insights can be broken down into 4 steps – all laid out
clearly for the client, with the experienced DeepSpatial team handling all the data
complexities in the background. Trusted by multinational corporations and with the
strong track record to merit that trust, we’re able to provide confidence for our clients
to move forward in their bids to grow their revenues and markets.

With DeepSpatial AI, you’ll be able to:
Identify the optimal locations for business expansions.
Have a predictive model of monthly sales across various channels and sales funnels.
Identify how co-existing businesses affect current operations.
Identify your geo-demographic client profile, with a precise map of their customer journey.
Map out precise paths for cross channel product sales.
Manage inventory to reduce waste and meet future demand.
And More.

DeepSpatial AI ingests your data as-is, and then returns the
guidance that’ll help you find your target (market) – every time.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
email arth.gupta@deepspatial.ai
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